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1

Define Phase
1.Identify and Scope Project
Champion Project Worksheet

2. Determine the Y's (CTQ's), what specifically
needs to be improved and the baseline
performance level.

1. Identify the specific problem that
needs to be solved per the business
case or other source.

Step

Action

Champion:
Information Elements for Defining
Project

Definition/Explanation

Actual Project Information

1A

WHAT is the actual problem?

A business condition or impediment to success stated as the high level
effect the problem is having on the business. This is usually in terms of
cost, revenue, quality or delivery.

Ineffective billing, inconsistent record keeping,

1B

WHERE is the problem occurring?

Define where the problem is occurring. Include a geographic name such as Westside Wastewater Treatment Plant, Lake Palestine Treatment Plant
city or facility and the name of the business area; i.e., Accounts Receivable, Office and the Water Business Office
Purchasing, Manufacturing…

1C

The TIMEFRAME over which this problem has
existed?

Define when the problem first began or the timeframe over which it has
existed. Example: Began Feb 2005, for the past 15 mos., or has always
existed.

Not sure

1D

WHO is the customer(s) most affected by this
problem?

Identify who the customer is that is most impacted by this business
problem. This could be an internal or an external customer.

Septic haulers and The City

2A

Determine the characteristic or process output
(Y's) that will be improved to solve this problem.

Name the Y which you intend to improve in order to solve the problem; i.e., Response time, billing process, payment records
Product Test Yields, Customer Complaints, Invoice Errors, Response
Time….

2B

Identify the PRIMARY METRIC for each Y that
numerically describes the problem and will be
used to measure and track improvement.

This is a combination of the name for the Y and the unit of measure
payment defect
associated with it. Example: motor torque % defective, defects per invoice,
call back response time in minutes….

2C

Estimate the magnitude, BASELINE
Data should be gathered to determine the performance or behavior of the 13%Total Defect Rate
PERFORMANCE, of the problem in terms of the primary metric, assure the data is long term and not short term data. An
primary metric.
Excel macro can be used to plot the data as a function of time and then be
used to monitor the improvement as a function of time. This data
establishes the base from which to calculate the potential financial benefits
of the project, as a function its improvements.

2D

Identify a CONSEQUENTIAL METRIC.

This is any other characteristic or process output you will want to monitor to Loss of Revenue
assure there is no negative impact to another area from solving the
problem.

The City is currently using a manual process to do septic billing. This manual process has been used for
several years and over the course of the years there has been a reduction in revenue. The goal of this
project is to determine why the loss of the revenue and to find a new, efficient way to bill using HTE.
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Define Phase
1.Identify and Scope Project
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Define Phase
1.Identify and Scope Project
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Define Phase
1.Identify and Scope Project
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Define Phase
1.Identify and Scope Project
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Define Phase
2. Defect Definition
Problem Statement:
As a department, we are experiencing a problem
with account billing and collections. This is
occurring in the billing and collection of septic
dumping at City facilities. This problem has
existed for a number of years. The magnitude of
the problem is that there is a total 13% defect
rate per year. Which is costing as much as
$24,640 per year.
Objective Statement:
Reduce the defect rate by 80% or lower per year
by implementing a new billing system using HTE.
This should bring the total defect percentage
down to 2.5% over the course of year. As a result
the savings would be $19,712.
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Measure Phase
6. Identify Sources of Variation

Process Map was created in a team effort in which the
team was looking to understand the overall septic
billing process.
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Measure Phase
6. Identify Sources of Variation

The Fishbone Diagram was created to identify all the
potential factors that might cause defects in the current
billing process.
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Measure Phase
6. Identify Sources of Variation
YX Diagram
Improve Septic Billing
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Computer Crash
computer not on network
Data Entry at Access
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data entry at invoice
customer information availability to WBO
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Measure Phase
6. Identify Sources of Variation
YX Diagram Summary
Process: Improve Septic Billing
Date:
Output Variables
Description
Weight
Invoice not issued
9
0
Payment lost
7
0
Outstanding Account
9
0
0
0
0
0

Input Variables
Description
Ranking
customer information availability to WBO
139
incorrect vendor address
135
no invoice created
133
check/invoice lost
117
payment not received at the right location
117
Payment entered into wrong acct
103
Computer Crash
97
computer not on network
97
Data Entry at Access
97
treatment plant away from ofc
97
data collecting
97
delivery of data to Palestine plant
79
Information Incorrect on Manifest
61
data entry at invoice
43

From the information gathered the highest ranking variable was the lack of
customer information available to the WBO. With the lowest being data entry
entered in wrong on the invoice.

Measure Phase
6. Identify Sources of Variation
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Analyze Phase
7. Verification of Variables
The X-Tracker is a tool used
to analyze the variables and
decide whether or not their
significant. All variables were
found to be significant.
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Analyze Phase
7. Verification of Variables
Customer Information Availability to WBO

WBO representatives were unable to
look Septic Haulers information up
when they came in to pay. Which
made them unable to verify what was
owed without calling the LPWTP.
The WBO would just take whatever
the hauler wanted to pay if they were
not able to verify the balance by
phone. (All information was located at
the Lake Palestine Water Treatment
Plant.) Having the haulers in HTE
allows the WBO to view how much
was dumped, balance, and due date.
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Analyze Phase
7. Verification of Variables
Incorrect Vendor Address

While data collecting I found that
there was 6 out of the 17 vendors that
had some type of defect with their
billing address. They were not
receiving the bill in a timely manner
due to the improper addressing
causing a slow response to pay.
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Analyze Phase
7. Verification of Variables
Invoice not created

While gathering information I found
that there were times that the invoice
was never created causing a delay in
receiving the customers payment.
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Analyze Phase
7. Verification of Variables
Payments not being received at the right location.
The customers were mailing their payments back to
the LPWTP, WBO, and the City’s main PO Box
address. This was causing a delay in getting the
payment processed.
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Improve Phase
9. Implement Improvements
The process was
changed to have the
data entered into a
spreadsheet and saved
to the P: drive for
access by the Water
Admin. office instead of
sending the information
via inter-office mail or
by driving it out to the
LPWTP. Payments are
now mailed directly to
the WBO for
processing. We also
implemented the no pay
no dump process. If
they have not paid by
the due date the WTP is
notified to not allow any
dumping until all
balances are paid in
full.

Transporter arrives
at WWTP

Transporter brings
Transportation Trip
Ticket book into
WWTP office

WWTP verifies amount
pumped on ticket
w/meter on truck

WWTP verifies truck
permit

WWTP signs ticket

Transporter
makes dump

WWTP visually
inspects waste

Transporter completes
dump and leaves

Bills created once a month
billed with another cycle and
issued by Dataprose

Gals dumped entered into
Excel Worksheet

Information saved on
P: drive and a
flashdrive

Payment recv'd from
customer in WBO

Spreadsheet sent to
Tiffany (Water Admin)
via flashdrive on the
1st of every month

Gallons dumped
entered into HTE
(billing)

Batch is balanced
and posted each
day.
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Control Phase
12. Implement Controls

New procedures for billing was
written specifically for septic
billing with little deviation from
regular cycle billing.
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Control Phase
12. Implement Controls
Billing was done in
CIS instead of the
manual process by
creating a new cycle,
creating new account
numbers, and using
HTE to process bills
with the regular cycle
billing.
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Control Phase
12. Implement Controls

Instead of a manually
produced invoice the
customers now will receive a
“blue bill” showing how much
was dumped, the charges,
and a due date.
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Financial Impact
Since implementing the new
controls and billing the septic
haulers in CIS we are now able to
realize the actual revenue as soon
as we bill. Before the process was
changed we were unable to see
the actual revenue because it only
reflected revenue after the
payments were made.
The first cycle billing under the
new process done in the month of
June invoiced all potential vendors
for a sum of $17,318.45 which
immediately showed as revenue.
Last year during this same time
$11,466.72 was invoiced however
revenue for this amount wasn’t
realized until later.
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Financials
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